In this special issue of The Volpi Voice, we're
recapping our 2021 Thought Leadership
Program.
Here, you'll find valuable downloads, webinars, illustrations and videos
that showcase challenges and opportunities facing our instrument
manufacturer clients, their clients and the IVDs.
We'll also dive into more of the Life Sciences industry as a whole.
So, let's get started!

Design Transfer
Volpi excels at designing and implementing lean manufacturing
processes suitable for reliably achieving highly variable production
outputs. Thanks to integrated and well-documented work instructions, as
well as highly experienced and trained production personnel, we can
achieve high and consistent product quality.
To explore how to get your instrument designs to market effectively and
efficiently, download our FREE "Critical Success Factors in moving from
optical design to manufacturing" guide or watch our webinar featuring
Stephen Chabot, Volpi's COO and President of Volpi USA.

Diagnostics and Life Sciences Post-COVID?
COVID has changed, well, just about everything about our industry. The
wide variety of changes, however, might leave you wondering which ones
are unique to COVID and which are here to stay.
To learn about Volpi's view of Diagnostics post-COVID, download "The
future of diagnostics in a Post-COVID world" guide or hear from Volpi
CEO Max Kunz in our webinar. Kunz discusses how key developments
during the pandemic should be informing your product development,
sales, marketing and maybe even business model plans in both the short
and long term.

»Watch the webinar

AI and Intelligent Optics

Over the past decade, artificial intelligence (AI) has become
increasingly important as a disrupter in the future of medicine. Big
data and advances in technology are driving opportunities for the
application of AI and machine learning (ML) in health care and
clinical decision-making at an unprecedented pace.
Volpi's intelligent optical modules enable cloud-based performance
analytics, remote management and unique services leading to
significant benefits to instrument manufacturers and their
customers, including:
Decreased TCO
More efficient operations
Remote monitoring and service
Predictive maintenance
Valuable performance insights
New revenue-generating business models
To learn more, download our guide here or check out our video
below:

0:00

Or watch our webinar, with Volpi CEO Max Kunz and Topic
CEO Rieny Rijnen, here.

Looking Toward 2022
Our friends at Plexus held a
roundtable to discuss what they
see as important trends for 2022.
You can view it here.

New Team Members!
Volpi is always growing, so say "hello" to some of our new team
members.

Rolf Maisch

Bruno Melaneo

Director of Strategic Projects

Lead Embedded Software Engineer

Van Trung Nguyen

Luca Kunz

Process Engineer

Research and Development Trainee

Olivier Fontana

Tamara Kolodziejczyk

Strategic and Operational
Purchasing Manager

Assistant to Switzerland CEO and Head
of Sales and Marketing
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